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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Solid waste is the residue of man's economic and social activities 
that is handled in bulk rather than di$posed of directly .into.the land, 
water, or air. Thus, agricultural refuse, manufacturing scrap,,the 
worn-out auto, the empty beer can, and yestE;!rday 1s newspaper are all 
examples of solid waste .. Normally, we view indi.viduals in our society 
as consumers, .but each might better be called a transformer, taking in 
large quantities ·bf goods, foods, or whatever, and transforming the 
greater share of them, sooner or: later, into solid waste. If this 
world is to sustain a reasonably esthetical environment,,minimi~e 
health hazards~ and conserve·natural resourcE;!s, this solid waste must 
be collected, processed, reclaimed if possible, and ultimately returned 
to the environment in an intelligent manner. In fact, sol id waste is 
potentially a resource worth billicms of dollars; however, much of this· 
potential flounders on the problems presented by one simple basic fact: 
most municipal solid waste is not treated where it is generated. 
In an endless number of locations throughout the worldf people are 
engaged in ac.tivities that generate solid waste on farms,. at mining. 
sites, in households, factories, commercial establishments, and govern-
ment facilities. Each type of activity produces waste with a different 
composition in a differ~nt perio~ of time. Collecting this waste, i.e., 
picking it up and transporting it to treatment and/or disposal si~es,. 
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causes by far the greatest drain on the funds available for solid 
waste management. According to Black (20) in his research concerning 
the solid waste problem in metropolit~n areas, collection ,consumes up 
to 85 percent of the total cost. Even then, much is lacking in the 
collection operation •. A small, yet all-too-large fraction of the muni-
cipal sol id waste shortcircuits the. system, .often ending up in st.reets 
or alleys, back yards, or rivers.· Consequently, if better methods of 
disposal and/or recyl ing are to be achieve.d and used, if urban eyesores 
are to be cleaned up, and if effective solid waste management is to be 
realized within the limited budgets available, the collection systems 
must be improved. 
Objectives 
The purpose of this research was to develop an efficient ll]ethod 
and a feasible solution of macro routing problems for solid wa.ste col-
lection. Macro routing problems are an inherent part of any collection 
system. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Refuse Collection 
This is a complex system to analyze, primarily because it involves 
both manpower, equipment, and levels of service plus the possibility 
for numerous variations in secondary factors which are difficult to 
quantify but have a direct bearing on the. overa 11 efficiency of the 
system. Some of these factors are collection methodology, quantity, 
nature, and method of storage of the refuse, location of pickup point$, 
' 
equipment type and characteristics of operation, road factors, service 
density, route topography, climatic factors, and a broad category 
termed, for lack of a better description, human factors. · Human factors 
including morale, motivation, fatigue, and other psychological and 
physiological factors which influence the time required to complete a 
given work task. 
Refuse immediately brings to mind the garbage collector and moun-
tains .of trash in open dumps. With ninety percent of the people living 
in or near metropolitan areas, it is not surprising that most of us 
view the solid waste problem in terms of trash, its generation by each 
household, its collection, and its ultimate disposal--usually in an 
unsightly, smelly, smoldering, unsanitary dump. However, although 
trash is of. primary concern,.it comprises only one small part of the 
3 
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total solid waste stream; municipal solid waste, collected and uncol-
1 ected, represents less than one-tenth of the tot4 l solid wa.ste gener-
ated in the United States annually, .as shown by Figure 1. David Gordon 
; 
Wilson (3) in Figure l points out that municipal waste is the smallest 
by weight, 360 million tons per year. However. it constitutes the most 
immediate and obvious problem _area.in that the greatest portion of mun-
icipal waste-~190 milli-0n tons per year--is that·collected in regular 
pickups, .namely, routing trash from ·residences, businesses, and insti-
tutions of various kinds .. Thus, gathering this material is no easy 
task, since waste is produced wherever people l iv-e or work; collection 
must extend over a broad geographical area .. 
Today, collection requires.the highest percent of the total muni-
cipal funds available for solid waste handling,_ as shown in Figure 2. 
In addition,. the high cost of collection plus the complex com.posi .. 
. . . 
tion of the waste, as shown in Table I by Robb Tyler (5), has resulted 
in disposal of municipal solid waste rather than recovery. Only small 
quantities are recovered, even though it represents potentially several 
billion dollars worth of material values. 
Cost of Solid Waste Collection 
According to Marks and Lieb~an (1), some 4.5 to 5 billion dollars 
a year is spent collecting muni6ipal solid waste~ Also, it ha$ been 
reported that refuse collection accounts. for the third largest muni-
cipal expenditure, ranking next. to education and streets/highways (6). 
A part of this expense is the cost of cleaning up areas where litter 
is prevalent. Flintoff and Millard (7) came up with an estimation 
that the current bill for collecting municipal park and highway litter 
\ 
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Figure 1. Kinds and Amounts of Solid Waste Gener-
ated Annually in the U. S. A. 
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Figure 2. A Breakdown of Costs to Conmunities 
for Refuse Handling by Pub 11 c Hea 1th 
Service, Tennessee (4) 
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is about five million dollars per .year. Thus, _without some basic 
improvements in the environmental husbandry practiced by all citizens, 
the task of brining our environ~ent into a reasbnably esthetical, con-
dition will take monumental amounts of manpower and funds. 
TABLE II 
COMPOSITION OF A SAMPLE OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE 
% by Partial % by 
Type of Material Weight Chemical Analysis Weight 
Cardboard 7 moisture 28.0 
Newspaper 14 carbon 25.0 
Miscellaneous paper 25 hydrogen 3.3 
Leather, molded plastics· 2 nitrogen 0.5 
Rubber garbate 12 sulfur 0. 1 
Grass and dirt lO glass, ceramic, .stones 9.3 
Textiles 3 metals 7.2 
Wood 7 ash 5.5 
Glass, ceramic, stones 10 
Metal 1 ics 8 
TOTAL · 100 100.0 
J. Suinmer (8) recognized that the major reason for the poor return 
of current cost investments _is the inefficient way manpower is used in 
present collection ,systems •. At the very least; ninety percent of the 
7 
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nation's collected refuse is picked up by. hand and carted off to trash 
cans or incinerator chutes, where it is, handled subsequently by yet 
other hands. However, .a very. few new collection techniques have been 
implemented eitherjn the. Unit.ed States or abroad.· Ma~y possibilities, 
such as the following, could improve collection.· 
Systems of Col.lection . 
. Mechanized Curbside Pickup 
Mechanized curbside pickup, with various sized crews such as the 
"one man refuse truck" is reported by Robert L. Jewell (9). This system 
consists of one man serving as the driver and as the loader. Jewell 
r~ported that between 8: 00 A. .M. and 2: 30 P. M. , a n inexperienced 
driver ,collected 478 stops, plus -making one trip to. the incinerator and 
taking .one hour for lunch .. 
Bionornics System 
' The one-man nonstop collection system, or the bionomics system, has 
been tested by the Bionomics International L. T. D. (lO). 11 Bionomics 11 
means efficient and economic use of man-machine systems for improvement 
of man's environment; in other words, the economics of ecology. This 
system works in the following manner: One man operates a nonstop true~ 
incorporating a uniqu~, patented, mechanical method of picking up~ 
dumping, and returning cqntainers to their original position. The 
i 
E.P.A. •s final repprt states that the system is the most .modern, econom-
ical, fast, safe, popular,_ sanitary residential refuse collection .sys-
tem in the world today. Also, the repo'.t describes the system fully and 
comments'that it is the development of a non-stop, one-man refuse col-
lection operation that is five times as productive as the old conve.n-
tional rear-loader collection system it replaces. 
Vacuum Systems for Refuse Collection 
According to. Robinson (11), the present orders for vacuum systems 
to collect sol id waste represent 330 projects around the world, with 
most to be operating within two years. In addition, Hallstrom (23), 
managing director of Centralsug in Stockholm, stated that 
This firm, owned by Color-Celius, Sweden's largest maker of 
piping, has done much development in pneumatic collection 
systems and installed its first in northern Sweden and in 
Florida's Walt Disney World (page 8). 
9 
Moreover, other systems are slated for a Westminster housing project 
outside London; in Grenoble, France, Caracas, Venezuela, and four loca-
tions in West Germany including the 1972 Olympic Village at Munich. 
Also, Zandi (1) has proposed an ext.ensive pipeline system for moving 
solid wastes under pressure as an alternative to refuse collection in 
order to eliminate truck routing in crowded cities. 
The advantages of the pneumatic systems cl aimed by Robinson ( ll) 
are: no labor, .vehicular access of refuse storage requirements, refuse 
is moved to the central disposal point continuously throughout the day 
including Saturdays and Sundays; there is no spillage, odor, or noise. 
Although it is not claimed that ~nitially it is comparable economically 
with any other of the more conventional ·systems, the promoters consider 
that as costs of other methods continue to rise with monetary inflation 
and the volume of refuse continues to increase, the system will prove 
to be competitive and ultimately to be more economical. 
10 
Set-out and Set"".'back System 
This system has been described by the American Public Works Asso-
ciation (12) as a system consisting of a member of the crew setting out 
refuse from the back ~ard, and ei the.r the householder or a member of 
the crew returning the empty refuse container to the back yard location. 
Stone and Company,. Inc., Engineers (2), have determined that a one-man 
crew is the most efficient in collecting refuse urider normal curbside. 
collection procedures. It follows that the overall efficiency of the 
set-out and set-back system of refuse collectio~ wodld be improved when 
combined with curbside collection if the one .. man crew were used. Also, 
the number of men needed to set out·refuse from the back yard location 
to the curb would depend on the quantity of refuse per service stop and 
the scheduling necessary to preclude the collectio11 vehicle's over-. 
taking them. Normally, ,the set-out·operations would begin prior to the 
curbside collection operation in order·to save time of the truck. 
RefUse Collection Equipment 
In every collec.tion system, the types of equipment affect directly 
or indirectly the feasibility of-the routing system and some other 
ethical and environmental conditions, as shown in the following sections. 
Canta i ners .. 
According to Seabloom (21), containers come in capacities from one 
to thirty cubic yards and in two general categories.- Roll-on, roll-off 
containers, whidh are normally in the upper end of the size range, are 
removed bodily by a specially equipped vehicle. The other general type 
11: 
of container is. one which is hoisted in some way and tipped into the 
rear hopper of a conventional packer collection ,truck or into the over-
head doors of a front-end load-in truck. However, these two categories 
of containers have a .dire~t effect upon the routing time--mostly if the 
containers are metal or plastic, as shown ·in the following discussions .. 
Cylindrical Metal Containers. These are used to: store refuse by 
most home owners and many businesses but, according to the E. P·.A., they 
have a number of disadvantages, such as the following: 
1) metal cans become unsightly 
2) they bend easily 
2) they rust easily and fall apart 
4) the metal cans are h~avy, noisy, and difficult to keep clean; 
consequently, they have a tremendous effect upon the routing time and 
especially upon the workability, and 
5) covers on metal cans are easfly lost and the cans are easily 
blown by the windo 
Plastic Bags, Accorc;ling to the American Public Works Association 
(12), plastic bags are applicable and have more advantages than do 
metal containerso. They make collectfan easier .and save a lot of routing 
time, Moreover, they are easier to carry and are better ·looking than 
the metal cans, easier ,to clean and last longer. Better movability is 
achieved by using plastic bags than by using metal cans.· 
Trucks 
It is pertinent to point out 'that the success of any collection 
system will depend in large part on the pro.per selection of equipment.· 
12 
The major reason for the overall importance of collection equipment is 
the need for mechanization of the collection operation. In addition,. 
the conditions and policie.s ,exist.ing in any collll1uni~y will dictate 
which particular .type and make of collection body is best suited fo.r 
its service. The American Public Works Associati.on {12) suggests that 
each community .must mak-e its· own evaluation and selection.. In eva 1 u.., 
ating the different tupes available, diligent study should be given to 
the characteristics of each type, particularly those directly affecting 
the performance of the collec:tion employees and routing of the truck, 
such as the following characteristics:. 
1) efficient height of the loading edge from the ground 
2) effective width of the loading hopper 
3) overall loading space; including vertical. clearance 
4) time of loading, packing cycle, and the degree of. co~pact1on 
5) any inherent safety hazards, location and ease of actuating. 
controls, appearance of the truck, and cost, and 
6) ruggedness and ease of maintenance and the desirable turning 
radii. 
Routing 
Several methods for solid waste routing have been developed. The 
method should be chosen considering labor work-day restraints, such'as 
eight hours·per day. According to Seabloom (21), some of these meth-
ods are: 
Daily Route. Method 
: 
In this method~ the crew is· assigned a route·for a certain day, and 
13 
the work day is completed when the roµte .is completed. It has the 
advantage of being an inc;enti.ve for the crew members to make·routing 
become more efficient. In addition, the householder knows the day of· 
collection, and the containers will be ready to be picked up. Also, 
the daily route method has a few disadvantages, .such as when a holiday 
is disrupted because it occurs on the same day of the scheduled route .. 
In addition, it might cr~ate.labor or union conflict~. 
Large Route Method 
In this method, 1 ayout of a one-w~ek route is as.signed, and th~ 
crew can leave when the route is complete. This type ()f routing has 
been used efficiently by the public worker fo the '60s and the mid-'70s 
in most of the United States. This type of routing promotes incentive 
and provides flexibility in the case of holidays; also, it h.as the 
advantage of using the equipment for other purposes after the route is 
complete. However, the large·route method has a disadvantage because 
it creates an irr~gular collection time .. This has a significant effect 
upon the efficiency of ·the route, and it is usually difficult to deter-. 
mine a weekly route. 
Single Load Method 
This is. the-method of using a variation in the daily route of -col-. 
lection,.where. the route is laid out to provide full loads when the 
refuse is collectbd and the truck will not terminate its route until 
the truck is completely full. This method has the advantage of provid-
ing a full day 1 s work, and the time i~ spent efficiently. Also.,. it 
creates a regular day of collection .. However, it has the disad.vantage 
14 
of following a route that is difficult to remember and a variation in 
the amount of refuse creates problems. 
Definite Working Day 
A definite working day is .similar to the large route method, but 
here the crew has·to start over as soon as it finishes.the route. This 
type of routing has the advantage of creating no overtime work, which 
most private, refuse collectors dislike. Also, it has the disadvantage 
of creating an irregular .frequency of collection, and it aqds little 
ince.ntive. 
Chinese-Postman Problem 
As defined by Marks and Liebman (l), thi .s is the process of find-
i ng the minimum distance continuous tour through a ·network which travels 
all arcs at least once. Thus, it is an arc-covering problem. In fact, 
many stud.ies have been done on thi~. problem, bt.lt none shows that it· is 
applicable in all cases; especially in confli,ct of constraints such as 
time of the route and full load of th~ truck. 
The Traveling Multi-Salesman Problem 
The T. M. S. problem has been the target of ·a substantial number· 
of .computational algorithms over the last two decades. Reporteq compu-
tational experi~nce with these algorithms varies widely. Authors, how-
ever, have generally failed to explain this variation adequately or to 
offer predictive theories .for their approaches. The problem is perhaps 
the most simply stated of all unsolved combinational problems .. It is 
this·deceptive simplicity that has attracted an unending stream of 
15 
cha 11 eng,ers, encouraged by the large number of potential app l i ca ti ans 
for a practical technique of finding exact. solutions to large problems. 
The problem derhes.its name from the route choice.; the salesman must 
visit each of N cities in sequence and .return home, minimizing his total 
mi 1 eage. In fact; . it is a node-covering prob 1 em. 
In the content of .solid waste collection is the problem .of the 
traveling multi-salesman representing the routing of solid waste collec-
tion vehi,cles from land.fill or incincerator through the~r in,dividual 
collection tasks. The T. ~. ~. are solid waste collection vehicles, 
the terminal.s are landfills,. and the cities are·small collection areas, 
each Of which generates· an amount of solid waste per time period. 
Marks and Liebman {1) did a math~matical programming .formulation of the 
traveling multi=salesman problem trying to minimize the distance trav-
e 1 ed by the coll ect i o,,. veh ic 1 es , as shown: 
Minimize 
Subject to 
N 
E 
i=l 
E 
j=l 
N N 
E Xct = E Xtc where t=l,2--•-,S 
c=l c=l 
N N 
E X .. = E X.. where j=l ,2---- ,N 
i=l iJ ' i-1 Jl 
i=j 
N 
E X •• = 1 1J '' i=l 
i=j 
where j=l,2,----,N 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) ' 
(4) 
where 
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N -L xtc - M 
c=l 
where C=l.,2,----,S (5) 
xct' xtc' xij are hon-negative integers (6) 
Jij = number 6f trucks traveling from city i to city j 
Xct = number of trucks traveling from city c to landfill, etc., _t 
Xtc = number of trucks traveling from t to c 
Lij = distance from city i ,to city j (dii = 00 ) 
dct = dista.nce from·city c to terminal t 
dtc = distance from landfill, etc., t to city c 
M =_number of trucks dispatched from each landfill 
N = number of cities 
S = number of landfills 
where equation (1).is the objective function, which is the minimization 
of the distance traveled by the trucks. 
Equations (2) and (3) express continuity of flow requirements for 
each landfill and for each city, _respectively. They require t_hat the 
number of-trucks entering a landfill or city must equal the number 
leaving it. 
In equation (4), the requirement that exactly one truck must visit 
each city is expressed, while in equation .(5), all t~ucks must visit 
the 1andfi11 • 
Marks and Liebman O) comment that th.is mathematical programming 
model minimizes only the distance but-it does not minimize the number 
of trucks or the number of crews~ They add that alogarithmic functions 
are not applicable in most cases~nd for this reason some,heuristic 
adjustment. is always necessary. 
CHAPTER I I I ··. 
METHODS AND RESULTS 
In exploring the diffe,rent systems of refuse collection, it was 
recognized that ·the different combinations 'Of days of refuse collection 
and the grouping of ·the cities .would have. a great effect upon the 
requ i. red •truck capac i,ty, Thus, a trial and error ·procedure was used to 
determine the best routing proceclure,. 
In the first ·trial,. the cities were divided .into two groups with 
the following days of residential refuse collection determined for each 
group; 
Group one collected on Monday·and Thursday 
Group two co 11 ected on Tuesd,ay and 'Fri day, 
Also, the commercial refuse of the two groups was to be collected 
five days per.week, as shown in Table II.· 
Table II indicate.s. that .the r~quired number of trucks. for .residen-. 
ti al refuse collection will .be determined from .. the four da;Ys of refuse 
accumulati:on., Similarly for .the commercial refuse, .the required num-
ber of trucks will be ,determined by the c.ubic yards of re:fuse accumu-. 
lated in th,ree days~ It was found that all of .the refuse trucks are 
' ' 
free ·on Wednesday, which affects the economic feasibil.ity. On Thurs ... 
day and Friday ther~ are always Tore t(.ian two trucks' free~ The requir- ' 
ed number of commercial trucks for Monday's collection ,would be three 
times the number required for the rest of the week, which indica~es 
17 
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that many of the trucks would be idle. In addition, an adjustment was 
tried between the residential refuse trucks and the commercial refuse 
trucks, but no feasible adjustment was found. 
TABLE II 
TOTAL NUMBER OF DAYS OF REFUSE ACCUMULATION FOR 
EACH GROUP OF CITIES 
Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. 
Number of days of residential 
refuse ac.cumul ated for 
group one 4 3 
Number of days of residential 
refuse accumulated for 
group two 4 
Nu~ber of days of commercial 
refuse accumulation 3 l l l 
FrL 
3 
l 
In the second trial, the sa~e truck would collect both residential· 
and commercial refuse, The total required truck capacity was found to 
be 176 cu yd/day; howevers on Monday the required number of trucks was 
three times that required for any other day. This was because of the 
quantity of refuse accumulated over Friday, Saturday,.and Sunday. Thus; 
if the 176 cu yd/day of refuse was used as a required truck capacity, 
many of the trucks would be idle the rest of the week, creating an 
inefficient situation. 
The third trial was to use the same combination of days of refuse 
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collection as the first trial. Mowever, in addition, .some cities would 
be scheduled to be collected on Wednesday. The comm~rcial refuse col-
lection schedule was also extend!!!d to six days·per week. In order to 
reach a suitable adjustment of a combination of grouping of cities and 
commercial. refuse and residential refuse collection days, the following. 
factors were considered.: 
The cities should be separated into three groups based upon the 
total collection stops, ·With .collections made ·on. the followfog ·days:· 
" 
Group I - collection on Monday and· Thursday 
II - col 1 ection on TUesday and Friday 
III - collection on. Wednesday. 
This combination of days of refuse collection was. adjusted to satisfy 
the residential .and commer~ial refuse according to LP.A. standards of 
six days ·per week of commercial refuse collection, ·and one or two days 
per week of residen.tial refuse co.1 lection. · This ·would reduce the num- · .. 
ber of trucks and manpower requirements ·based upon a 5-day, 40-hour. 
work week s.chedul e. · 
In order to ·confine residential pickup to two days per ·,)#leek, 
except for Gr0up III which is only one day per week, the following pro-
• '' I ,, 
. gram was tried. On Wednesday, various· crews would be reti req and 
assigned to the commercial pic~up on Saturday. The Saturday picku,p 
would be during the evening hours so that _the sol id waste generated 
during Saturday's.business hours would not.be stored on site during 
Sunday. Also, this would help to maximize efficiency by maximi~ing .the 
use of .the trucks. 
· To categorize the groups, .consideration mu~t. be given.to density 
of population, corrmercial .establishments in the area, and- economic 
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status of the population.. The method developed consists of four major 
steps: 
1) determine characteristics of the area 
2) locate the sanitary landfill site 
3) determine the required number of collection trucks. This is 
done by using the following steps: 
a) establish design .values 
b) determine solid waste generated per day per city 
c) place each city into one of the three groups for collection 
d) determine the total cu yd of residential and coJJ111ercial refuse 
per day of collection 
e) determine the number of collection stops made by different-
sized refuse trucks 
f) determine the number of refuse collect.ion trucks and the macro 
routing of each tru~k per.day of refuse collection 
g) micro routing 
4) determine to ta 1 ann.ual co 11 ect ion costs. 
Each step is explained in detail below. 
Step 1. Determine .Characteristics of the Area 
A brief ·soeial .Picture of. the county or the city should be studied 
and presented. This sh.ould include the number of housing units, popu-
lation, standard of living. number of residential and commercial col-
lections, present cQllection facilities, weather, etc. The importance 
of this step is to reflect to the designer what quality of a system 
should be used, and what condition and quantity of refuse there is to 
be collected. · It also helps .the designer to pick the design period for 
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the system to be used. 
Step 2. : Loe.ate the Sanitary Landfill Site 
The centralization of .the landfill is based upon locating the first 
centroid between the first. two cities, then the second centroid with. 
respect to the first centroid and the third city. The .centroid is 
based upon t~e number of collect.ions. of each city and the distance be-
tween them. · Thus, this process is contfouous ·un'til ctll cities .at the 
design area are covered, The last centroid located is the location of·. 
the landfill. , 
where 
The following two equations are used to locate the landfill; 
(1) 
(2) 
d1 "" distance of city one in miles. from the centroid 
d2 = distance of city two in miles from the same centroid 
D = total dist.ance between city one an~ city two in mi.les, 
(usuaJ ly it is best to consult the state highway depart~nt 
maps to find the shortest possible distance between cities) 
c1 = number of collections,.at city one 
c2 = number of collections at. city two. 
Thus, equations (1) and (2) with two unknowns,,d1 and d2 can be 
ca 1 cu lated . .. 
Step 3. Determine the Required Number of 
Cbllecti-0n Trucks 
This part of the procedure determines the number of collection 
trucks required. There are several steps that must be taken to make 
this determination. Each of the steps is explained below. 
Establish Design Values (a) 
Design values ·Should be collected from the des·ign area by samp-
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1 i ng, · surveying, and the use of ingenuity by the designer. . The va 1 ues 
to be established are: 
l} pounds of refuse per busine•s per week. This number should be 
determined four times per year--once in eac.h quarter of the year. This. 
will provide an average weight of refuse generated throughout the year. 
2) total number of pounds of refuse per capita per day (commercial 
+ industrial + institutional +residential). This number should be 
determined twenty-four times per year--twice each month, preferably on 
the first of the month and at the end of the month, thereby averaging 
the weight of the refuse in proportion to the cost of collection. 
3) solid waste (lbs/cu'.yd) cGmpacted in the trucks. This number 
can be obtained from the truck manufacturer. 
4) highway speed limit mi/hr. This can be obtained frQm the high-
way department •. 
5) number of residential and commercial refuse collections .. This 
can be obtained by drivin,g and surveying the .area of design. 
6) population of each city. This can be obtained from an official 
census. 
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7) t1 me needed per residential and commercial refuse pickup. 
This -can be determined from detailed analysis of solid waste collection 
systems presently used in the field. , 
8) ~pdate pri~~s -of refuse collection ~rucksi Usually it is best 
to consu.lt r~fuse truck markets and companies .• 
9) _cost of maintenance, oil, gas, ·etc., per hour. This can be 
determined from previous data systems and from company listings.:. 
10, miscellaneous.costs, ·such as.equipment, repair. and parts replace-
ment c<;>sts, These can be obtained from manufacturers' listings. · 
11) wages of solid waste employees .. Payment will be according to 
current wage sea.le of the design·area~ 
12) percent cost of supervision, fringe benefits (i,e., social 
security and med i ca 1. i nsyrance) , . and co.nt i ngenc i es such as unf ore see- . 
able future costs can be estimated between the range of 10 to 20 per-
cent .of the present .persona 1 .costs and equipment costs; 
'13) total time per day for micro traveling for residential and coml"' 
mercial refuse collection excluding time ,per collec.tion stops~ This 
can be. estimated betw~en the ra.nge of 2-3 hours· and 3-3, 5 ·hour~ fQor 
residential refl,!se and commercial refuse collect.ion .micro travelin.g, 
respectively. 
Determine Solid Waste Generated per Day 
per City (b) 
The solid waste generated per day per city can best be determineq 
by using Table IlL 
1 
TABLE III 
AMOUNT OF COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL REFUSE OF EACH CITY 
(cu yd/day) · 
2 3 4 5 
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6 
Number of Number of Commercial Residential 
City Residential Commercial Popul a~ion Refuse Refuse 
Collections Collections . cu yd/day cu yd/day 
The values for column 5 are calcul.ated by the following formula: 
commercial refuse = 
cu yd/day 
[Dumber of commerci a 1 co ll,/eeti onsJ 
The values of column 6 are calculated by the follo'Wing formula:. 
residential refuse 
= cu yd/day 
Place Each City Into One of Three Groups (c) 
The purpose of this step is to divide the total number of residen-
ttal refuse collection stops into three groups. These g.roups will be 
arranged by cities. The number of residential refuse collection stops 
for the cities of Group III should sum to less than the collection stops 
for cities of Groups I and II. Instead of all crews working on Wednes-
day, some can take Wednesday off and thus be used for Saturday's 
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commercial collection., It is suggested that the number of. residential 
refuse collection stops,of Gr~up III be equal to a certa.in fraction 
' (usually between 0.0:5 and 0.06) of the to:tal ~umber of -residenti.al 
refuse collection stops of the whole area of .design.· This value will 
allow three or,four.crews from Group III to be idled during the week 
for activa~ion _on Sa~urday's '.commercial refuse .~ollection. The value 
of. the canst.ant should be 1 owered as more trucks are required for Sat-
urday 1 s . commercial refuse .co 11 ecti on .. 
This grouping procedure. can be mathematically expressed as follows:· 
X =-KS 
Hence {S - X) i 2 = y = z. 
where. 
X =number. of residential refuse.collection stops for cities of 
Group III 
K = frac~ion ranges between 0.04 to 0.06 {varying with the number . 
· of crews to. be idled on Wednesd,ay and the need for crews on 
the Saturday commercial refuse collection),. 
S = total number of .. residential refuse collection stops ,.in the. 
· area of design 
2 = in order to make the number of. residential refUSE! collection 
stops for Group, I equal to those. of Group., II.· 
y = z·- number of residential refuse collection stops of Group I 
or_ Group I I. 
Miriimizing travelirig time .and the degree:of population ,and·indus~ 
trialization should be the criterion for grouping .cities into the three· 
groups. Group III should not be heavily industrialized or of high 
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population density, since the refuse will be allowed to accumulate for 
seven.days. Selection of cities for Groups I and·II should be made so 
that the proximity of the cities ·allows less traveling time.· Such 
cities .will not be fragmented into more th'an one group, .if possible. 
Determine the Total cu yds of Residential and 
Commercial Refuse per Day of Collection (d) 
The residential cubic yards of residential refuse accumulated per: 
day of collec.tion of each group,1s tabulated, as shown ir.i Ta·bl.e IV. 
Assume cities A and Bare in Group.I, cities C, D, and E are in Group 
II, and city F is in Group III. The following tabulation results: 
· TABLE IV 
CUBIC YARDS OF RESIDENTIAL ':REFUSE PER DAY OF .COLLECTION OF EACH' GROUP 
cu yd/day of Number of .Dals of Resid~ntial Refuse Ac.cumulated 
Residential .. ' -
Refus.e of . 4 4 7 3 3 
City Each City . Mono Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri. 
A- u Group I Group I · 
B v Group I Group I 
c w Group II Group. II 
D x Group. II Gr9up II 
E y · Group II Group II 
F z Group Ill 
Tot~l cu yd/day 
Res.idential 
Collection a. A. 
Total Tru-ck 
Capacity a. B I: w A. 
Needed cu/yd* 2 2 2 2 2 
*based upon ea~h tru~k making two trips to landfill 
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2 and ~ are in close value because of the grouping in step c. ~ and 
~ will be 1 es& than 2 and ~ because 1 ess days of sol id waste accumula-
tion but the same number of refuse collection stops,. ~ will be much. 
1 ess than either of the two groups, and much 1 ess in th.e number of· 
collection stops. 
Similarly, the cubic yards of commercial refuse per day of ·each 
city is tabulated in Table V. 
TABLE V 
COMMERCIAL WASTE GENERATION FOR EACH CITY PER DAY OF COLLECTION 
City cu yd/day Mon. · Tues~ Wed. Thur. Fri, Sat.* 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 
B p p p p p p 2P 
c Q Q Q Q Q Q 2Q 
D R R R R R R 2R 
E s s s s s s 2S 
F T T T T T T 2T 
Total cu yd/day 
Commercial ReL 
Collection N M L K J I 
Total Truck 
Capacity ,Needed N M L K J I . 
cu yd 2 2 2 2 2 2 
*The commercial cu yd of refuse is, multiplied .bY 2,:because it 
is an evening collection. 
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/ 
The total truck capacity for residential refuse should not be less 
than~ or~ (Table IV) .... Similarly, the total truck capacity for every'.· 
day commercial refuse collection should not·.be less than ~ (Table V)·. · 
~ is always double~ because; the cemmercial refuse collection will be 
in the evening on Saturday; and·the commercial refuse will have. been 
accumulated from:Fr1day and Saturday. 
Determine the Number of Collection Stops 
Made by Different-sized· Refus,e Trucks (e) 
The number of stops made by the different available sized. trucks 
for each day of residential and com~ercial refuse collection should be 
determined, The values calculated in this ,step show how many co.llec-
tion stops are·necessary f'or each different sized. truck to utilize 
efficiently its capacity to pick up the refus.e that is ac.e;umulated on 
each work day. This procedure can be expressed.mathematically by the 
following relationships: 
Monday, a. (Table IV) i .Y (step c} = X cu yd re-s-idential ref4se/. 
collection stop, Hence, to see how many collection stops for different 
sized trucks available~ we see: 
30 cu yd + x cu yd/collection stop = A collection stops 
20 cu yd + x II = B II 
18 cu yd +.x II = c II 
16 cu yd + x II = D II 
14 cu yd + -x II = E II 
12 cu yd + x II = F II etc. 
' 
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Tuesday. B (Table IV) + Z (step c) = Xi cu yd residential refuse/ 
collection stop. 
Truck size 
30 cu yd + x1 = cu yd/collectio.n stop = P1 collection stops 
20 cu yd + xi = II = Bl II 
18 cu yd + Xl = II = cl II 
16 cu yd + ·X1 = II = 01 II 
14 cu yd + Xl = II = El II 
12 cu yd + :X1 = II = Fl II , etc. 
Wednesday. · l: (Table IV) + (step c) = x2 cu yd/collection stop. 
Truck size 
30 cu yd + X2 = cu yd/collection stop = A2 collection stops 
20 cu yd + X2 = II = 82 II 
18 cu yd + X2 = . ~· = C2 II 
16 cu yd + X2 = II - D II - 2 
14 cu yd .. X2 = II = E2 II 
12 cu yd . x = II = F2 II , etc • ... . 2 
Thursday. W {Table IV) + y {step c) = x3 cu yd/collection stop. 
Truck size 
30 cu yd + x3 = cu yd collection stop = A3 collection ,stops 
20.cu yd+ x3 = 11 = s3 11 
18 cu yd + ·X3 = II = C3 II 
16 cu yd of X3 = II = D3 II 
14 cu yd + .x = II 3 .. = E3 II 
12 cu yd + X3 = II-, = F3 II .. etc. • 
30 
Friday. A (Table IV) + Z (step c) = x4 cu yd/collection st.op. 
Truck size. 
30 cu yd + x4 = cu yd/collection stop = A4 collection stops 
20 cu yd :+ X4 - II = 84 II 
18 cu yd + X4 = II = C4 II 
16 cu yd + ·X4 = II = D4 II 
14 'cu yd .;. x . = II = E4 II 4 
12 cu yd + .x4 II. = F4 II etc. 
Every Day Commercial Refuse Collection. N (Table V)-+'.total col~ 
lections (Table III column 3) = Xs cu yd/collection stop. 
Truck size 
30 cLi,yd + Xs =cu. yd/collection ·stop= As collection stops 
2d .cu yd .;. Xs _= II 
18 cu·yd +·Xs = 
16 CU· yd +·Xs = 
14 cu yd + Xs = 
12 cu yd + Xs = 
II 
II 
II, 
II 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
8s II 
Cs II 
Ds II 
Es II. 
Fs II. • :etc. 
Commerctal Refuse Collection on Saturdqy. I (Table V) +total 
collections (Table III column 3) =·.X6 cu yd/collection stop. 
Truck size. 
30 cu yd t x6 = cu yd/collection stop = A6 collection 
20 CU yd of X6 : II : 86 II 
18 cu yd t .X6 = 
16 cu yd + x6 = 
II 
II 
C II 
= 6 
II 
stops. 
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14 cu yd + x6 = cu yd/coll ecti0n stop = E6 collection stops 
, etc. 
Usually~ the same-sized truck makes more collection stops on Thurs-
d~y and Friday than the collection stops on Monday and Tuesday, because 
of less days of .solid waste accumulation on Thur~day and Friday (see · 
Table IV), 
Determine the Number of Refuse Collection 
I 
Trucks. and the Macro Routing ,for Each Tl'.'uck 
per Day of ·Refuse Collection ,(f) 
Daily macro routing for each truck is to be planned for two trips 
to the 1 andfi ll per day based upon norma 1 truck collection stops from 
step. e. The trucks should be assigned rout~s in areas involving the 
minimum distance between the cities and the landfill. A truck will 
first be assigned to one of the cities in the area. Then the truck 
will be assigned a route which will make use of its full capacity. 
Such a route might include stops•in more than one city. The route of 
the trucks and the combination .of truck sizes are determined by the 
fo l1 owing procedure: 
The truck with. the largest number of collection stops from step e 
is initially dispatched on Monday to the Group I city having the 
greatest quantity .of refuse and consequently th.e greate,st number· of 
collection .stops,. The truck is fille,d to capacity .and then returned to 
the·landfill. On the next trip, the truck collects as much of the 
remaining collection stops of refuse as is possible and again returns 
to the landfill. If all of the refuse collection stops ·in one city are 
' 
made before the end of the wor;k,i ng ;day, , then the truck wi 11 go to a 
second or third city ·and ce.llebt refuse up to its collection stops 
capacity,before·returning to. the landfilL. Conversely, _if two trips· 
from one truck are not 0 ,suffi.cient to make ,all of the refuse stops in 
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one .city;, then a second .true~ is dispatched to the city to service the 
balance of residential refuse.collectiQn .stops.!: For maximum eff,icie,ncy 
and utility, it is necessary that .all of the trucks be filled te capa~ 
city on both landfi.11 tr;ips,, part.icularly on Monday and Tuesday, ,as 
will be further explained in this·step. 
Since the to.~al macro routing time .of the assigned truck ·route is 
known, total preak time is a'lso known. (step e) and th.e total time · 
necessary for micro traveling ,time .is ·known (step a). Hence, the time 
1 eft for col 1 ec.tion stop.s ·can be determined by the fallowing procedure: 
L + V =; K 
Hence (K) + {B) + .(X) = ·{8 - S). Therefore X = (8 - 5) - K + g·. Since 
(X) can be determined, then the number of collection ,stops can be· cal-
culated as follows~ 
E N x 60 = X 
or N = ( 60X) + E 
,where 
L = total ~aero traveling mile,s ($tep 2) 
K = ,tota 1 macro traveling t irne i .n . hours · 
V =·.highway speed .. 1 imit 
B = total time in hours for breaks per day (st.ep a) 
X = t(i>tal time .available for .collection steps 
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8 - S = time left per work day excluding micro traveling time (S) 
(step .a) 
E = time in minutes needed per collection stop (step a) 
N = total number. of collection stops that truck can make in 
time . (X) •. 
After solving for (N), go back to step e and find the smalle~t 
size t~uck that can collect (N) number of stops. Similarly, .this proc-
ess is continued until all of the collection refuse stops for Monday 
are made. The total amount of truck capacity on Monday determined 
should not be less than a. (Tab1e IV) and the total number of refuse 
collection stops of the fleet.determined should not be less than y 
(step c). 
The same procedure for determining true~ combinations should be 
foll owed for Tuesday by applying. the same procedure as on Monday. The 
nu!llber and the sizes of the refuse trucks that hav~ been determined to 
satisfy Monday's and Tuesday's refuse collections will therefore sat-
; sfy Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 1 s commerci a 1 refus.e 
collectionso · This is because of the grouping in step c •. Also, because. 
they will have the same number;- of collection stops but less cu.yd of 
refuse generated (Table IV). On Wednesday, almost half of the ... truck$ 
wi 11 be :idled beca:use of the grouping in step c, but they wi.11 .be wonk-· 
ing on Saturday evening for commercial refuse collection •. 
In case there is not enough time for a certain number of c.ollection 
stops for a.given truck, the macro route of the truck must be shortened 
so that the necessary number of collection stops for the truck to be 
f i ll ed may be made. 
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Micro Routing (g) 
For micro .routing in. each city, ·each tru.ck needs around two to 
three hours per day for residen.tial refl.!Se coll ec,tion excluding the 
collection stops time.. And three to three -and a· half .hours per ·day for 
commerc.ial refuse collec~ion., The following heuristi.c rules should be 
applied in order to minimize the routing time:· 
1) Collectidns on heavily ~raveled streets should not·be made 
during rush hours. 
2) Routes should not be fragmented or overlapping._ Each rou~e 
should· be compact., consisting ,of street segments clus~ered in t~e same 
geographical area. 
3) For.collection from both'sides of the street at the same time,. 
it is ~enerally best to.route with lohg, straight paths across the 
grid before looping clockwise. 
4) In the case of one-way streets, it is best to start the. route 
riear the upper end of the street, working down through the . 1 oopi ng . 
process. 
5) The curb side callection system will be used in the four~~tep 
design system, and a crew of two in each truck--o.ne dr.iver and one 
loader. 
In addition, the router crew ~ust apply its intelligence, exper-
ience; common sense; and certain rules of thumb and as the router gains 
experienc.e, he will recagniz~e ~outings that are efficient for certain. 
block patterns and he will be able to modify .. his· ro.utes. Some of these. 
micro ro_uti ng techniques to be applied in different traffic paths are 
shown in' Figures 3, 4, and 5 (19). 
Finish 
____ I ___ I _..;.....,; 
··' 
[ I 
.___I _____.I l.____.I 
Figure 3. 
Start 
Specific Routing Pattern for One-
way Street, One-side-of-the~street 
Collection. (In this pattern, 
collection is made from both sides 
of the one-way street during the 
pass. For wide or busy one-way 
streets, it is necessary to loop 
back to the upper end and make a 
straight pass down the other side.) 
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Start 
Finish 
Start 
Finish 
4 x 4 blocks 
No left turns 
No dead distance 
4 x 6 blocks 
One left turn 
No dead distance 
6 x 8 blocks 
One left turn 
No dead distance 
Figure 4. Combinations of Four-block Pattern, One-side-of-
the-street Collection. (Note that each route 
is started midway on an evenly divided side of 
the grid and uses the same routing pattern, 
with progression in a counter-clockwise 
fashion. For the larger grids, once the out-
side is routed, the inside is routed in a 
clockwise progression.} 
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Start 
Pattern A. 
Finish 
Start 
to DD D. Pattern B 
!DD D 
·-·-
Figure 5. Specific Routing Patterns. (In specific 
. routing patterns for both sides of the 
street collection, Pattern A entails 
no left turns, and Pattern B requires 
nine left turns. Dash lines represent 
"dead distance, 11 or·non-collection 
segments of the route.) 
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Step 4. Determine Total Annual Collection Costs 
Step 4 determines the total annual cost of the system to be used 
excluding the landfill cest; hence, the cost of the monthly residen.tial 
refuse collection and the monthly commercial .refuse collection can be 
determined. This step is important in establishing the efficiency of·. 
the system; however, it is fl ex i b 1 e and the figures wi 11 change with 
·costs. In addition, some·of·the abstract values from step a to be 
used in this step should be based upon experience.and knowledge, as 
shqwn in the following general sub-steps~. 
where 
Initial Purchase Cost 
(number of refuse trucks) x (price of each) 
operational equipment costs 
(oil, gas, maintenance, etc.) 
(number of refuse trucks)(total work hr/yr)($ cost/hr) = x 
miscellaneous cost = Y... 
$a 
b $b 
Personnel Cost 
(number of refuse truck drivers)(total work hr/yr) 
{cost $/hr) = W 
(number of refuse loaders)(total work hr/yr) 
(cost $/hr) = X 
supervision at 10% of (X + X) = Y 
fringe benefits at 25% (Social Security, medical) = Z 
c $c 
Miscell aneo~s Expense, Overnead, anq Contingency 
at lb% of (b + c) · $d 
number of refuse trucks = from step f 
price of each refuse truck = from step a 
cost/hr including oil, gas~ etc.,~ from step a 
miscellaneous cost = from step a 
number of drivers = from step f 
cost/hr employee = from step a 
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number of refuse truck loaders = from step f (one loader per truck) 
supervi.sion and .fringe benefits and contingency = an appropriate 
·suggested value .based upon, experience. 
Annual Cost 
A. Debt expense (number of .years of amortization = L) 
is equal to values in dollars of ~ · $~ 
B. Operational equipment = b 
Personnel cost. = c 
Miscellaneous, overhead, and contingency = d 
b $bl 
c, Total refuse cost,='(a 1 + b1 ) $c 1 
D. Annual refu$e collec~ion cost for residential only 
C' Total residential cu d refuse or 
Tota residentia cu yd refuse + ota comm. refuse cu yd 
(C'}{percent of residentfal refuse generated $d' 
E. Annual residenttal refuse collection cost per residential 
d1 +.number of .residentials $E 1 
F. Debt service reserve-(is a figuring of .. five years- amorti-
zation on all vehicles) 
( .ercent residential refuse enerated 25% a) $F/ 
number of residentia s 
G, Monthly residential collection cost (El'+ F1 ) + 12 $G 1 
D~ Annual refuse collection cost 
For commercial refuse only 
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(C')(percent of commercial refuse generated) $H 
E:' Annual commercial refuse collection cost per commercial 
H t number of commercials $I· 
F~1 Department of service reserve 
( ercent commercial refuse enerated)(25%) a) 
G .. Monthly commercial refuse collection cost ( E // + F .V) t 1 2 
Example 
$J 
$K 
As a model for appli~ation of the four-step technique of macro 
routing for a solid waste collection design, Seminole County, Oklahoma,. 
was selected .. This choice was made because of the available data in 
this county. 
It will be shown that the four steps of macro routing are appli-
cable and feasible for solid waste collection. These four steps will 
be applied step-by-step with illustrations. 
Seminole County is situated near the center of Oklahoma, as shown 
in Figure 6. 
Step 1. Determine Characteristics of the Area 
Seminole County's population was 28,066 in 1960, and 25,144 in 
1970--a decline of 10.4 percent. During the same decade, the population 
of the United States increased 13.4 percent. The State Employment 
Security Commission (13) estimate~ the population of the courity will 
follow this pattern during this decade: 
1970 
25,144 
1975 
24,200 
1980 
23,400 
. 
~ 
Q.I 
s-
::1 
C'I 
.... 
u.. 
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This projection implies a growth rate of -7 percent. compared with a 
projected increase of 9.4 percent in the population of the state. In 
1970, 47.5 percent of the county's population lived in rural areas, 
compared to 32.0 percent in the ~tate. In the same year, .10 percent 
1 ive.d on farms in rural ·areas, compared to 7 .8 percent in the state. 
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Table VI shows how employed persons were distri'buted among occu-. 
pations in 1970, as compared to employment in the state as a whole. 
TABLE VI 
MAKEUP OF LABOR FORCE 
. (percentage in ea.ch category) 
Co~nty Oklahoma 
Agriculture 14% 
Domestic services, self-employed, .and 
unpaid family workers 15% 
Manufacturing 16% 
Who 1esa1 e and reta i 1 trade 13% 
Government 14% 
All other 28% 
In addition, there are currently 9,903 housing units in the 
county. Table VII reveals the condition of housing in the county as 
measured by recognized indicators of inadequate housing (13), lack of 
plumbing facilities, and overcrowding. 
TABLE VII 
HOUSING CONDITIONS 
., 
County 
Units lacking some or all plumbing 
facil iti·es 13% 
Black house~olds lacking some or 
all plumbing facilfties 35% 
Occupied units with 1.0 or more 
persons per room 8% 
Black households with. 1.0 or more 
persons per·room 17% 
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Oklahoma u. s. 
7~1% . 5.9% 
16. 7% 16.8% 
7 .3%' 8.2% 
16.6% 20.0% 
According .to these standards• there are 1855 hou~ing .units. in the 
county. which do not· enjoy adequate housing conditi~ns·. The condition 
and quality of the present waste cofle.ction faciliti~sof Seminole is 
. estimated by the Environment!!l Health Department,.as ·~hown fo Table VIIL 
TABLE VII I · 
QUALfTY OF PRESENT WASTE· COLLECTION FACILITIES 
ConditiOn of 
Fa'ci l ity . 
% of all County Using 
This Quality Facility 
'' . ' 
good 
adequate 
inadequate· 
none~ but needed . 
none needed 
using other ~eans 
of disposal, .e.g., 
septic ta,nks 
59. l • 
4.6 . 
.. 
36.3 
Average of all 
Counties in Okla.homa 
0.3. 
38.95 
20.88 
1.76 
3.92 ' 
34.19 
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Environmentµl health regulations dictate that solid waste must be 
. disposed of in a sanitary landfill .rather than through open burning or 
through sim~le dumping of solid waste in an open ~rea. Table IX shows 
the approximate percentag.e of households in Sem'inole. County which .dis- . 
pose of sol id waste in a sanitary 1andfi11, and the percentage which. 
uses an open dump. 
TABLE IX 
AN APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS IN· SEMINOLE 
CondHion 
Method of Solid 
Waste Disposal 
Percent using sani-
tary 1andfil1 
Percent using · 
open dump 23% 
Step 2. Locate the Sanitary Landfi 11 Site . 
Average for all 
Counties in Oklahoma 
39% 
29% 
The shortest distance between cities in Seminole County is pre- • 
. : . I . . . . . 
sented in a matrix form as s·hown in Table X. These values were obtained 
' ' 
fr~m the Oklahoma State Department of Highways (14). 
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TABLE X 
SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN CITIES IN SEMINOLE COUNTY -
(miles) 
Sasakwa _Wewoka-Cromwell Konawa Bowlegs Seminal e Maud Lima 
Sasakwa 0 14 27 14 21 25 26 18 
Wewoka 14 0 13 28 10 12 22 4 
Cromwell - 27 27 0 45 24 24 34 17 
Konawa 14 28 45 O' 18 23 12 33 
Bowlegs 21 10 24 18 0 5 12 14 
Seminole 25 12 24 23 5 0 11 11 
Maud 26 22 34 12 12 12 0- 22 
Lima 18 4 17 33 16 11 22 0 
Using the two equations.presented previously in the general method 
for- this step, the following consecutive values were found: 
Let D = distance in mile$ (Table X) 
C = collections (commercia1· + residential, T~ble XI) 
Step 2A 
l = Wewoka 
c, = 1961 
1) dl + d2 = 14 
2) c1d.1 = c2d2 
2 = Sa;Sakwa 
c2 = 96 
Two -equations, .two unknowns.• Hence from equation l) we derive 
Replace it with equation 2) and we derive 
1961 dl = 96 (14 - dl) 
Therefore 
d1 = l mile ((j) map #2) 
Step 2B 
l = Wewoka + Sasakwa 
1) dl + d2 = 14 
2) c1d1 =,c2d2 
2057 dl = 113 (14 ~ dl) 
. ·, d1 = l mile ( ® above (l) map #2) 
l = Bowlegs 
1) d1 + d2 = 18 
2) c1d1 = c2d2 
130 dl = 609 (18 - dl) 
• · . d1 = 14 mil es (@ map #2) 
Step 20 
l = ® = Wewoka + Cromwell + Sasakwa 
2 = ® = Konawa + Bowlegs 
1) dl + d2 = 14 
2) c1d1 = c2d2 
2170 dl ~ 7~9 (14 - dl) 
. • . d1 = 4 mi 1 es ( ® map #2) 
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2 = Cromwell 
2 = Konawa 
Step 2E 
1 = ® = Wewoka + Cromwell + Sasakwa + Konawa + Bowlegs 
2 = Maud. 
1) dl + d2 = 19 
2) c1d1 = c2d2 
2909d1 = 455 (19 - d1) 
d 1 = 3 mi 1 es ( ® map #2) 
Step 2F 
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1 = Seminole 2 = @ W. + C.+ S. + K. + B. + M. 
1) d1 + d2 = 10 
2) c1d1 = c2d2 
3279dl = 3364 (10 - dl) 
d1 = 5 miles (@ map #2) 
Step 2G 
1 = @ = W. + C. + S. + K. + 8, + M. + S. 
1) dl + d2 = 14 
2) c1d1 = c2d2 
6643 dl = 65 (14 - dl) 
. ·. d1 = 0 miles ( (j) map #2) 
2 = Lima 
Calculations show that the landfill is closer to Seminole •. · Thus. 
it should be close to SemiTI.ole city, as shown in Figure 8. "~.Nete: the 
landfill is located about 10 miles east of Seminole city). 
Canadian 
Cromwel 1 
9 
Wewoka 
l 
j Sasakwa 
Figure 7. Location of Landfill in 
Seminole County, 
Seminole City (• cen-
troid number) 
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' ' 
' 
Step 3. Determine the Required Number of 
Collection Trucks 
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There. are several steps .that .!llust be taken to make the determina~. 
tion for the required number of refuse .collection trucks. Each of· 
these steps .is directly related to the other, as has been explained in 1 
the general method of this step. The calculati-0ns and the results of 
each step are.explained below. 
Establishing Design Values. In this example,.most of the values 
have been selected from previous data obtained for the county and from 
the data of counties similar to Semino~le in felation to social life, 
populatiqn, and condition of housing, etc.; showing the following 
values: 
1) 236 lbs/busin~ss/week (15) 
2) 3.45 lbs/capita/day refuse (residential and commercial )(15) 
3) Solid waste will average 500 lbs/cu yd compacted (16) 
4) Number of.residential an<;! commercial refuse collections. of each 
city of Seminole County is lis~eq in Table XI (18) 
5) Population of each cit~ es liste,d in Table XI (18) 
6) 0.4 min/pickup residential and 0.5 min/pickup commerci.al curb-: 
side .co 11 ecti on ( 16) 
7) $12,000 for 14.cu yd truck price and $10,000 for 12·cu yd truck 
(estimated) 
8) $4.25/hr ·cost of: oil, gas, maintenance (15) 
' 
9) $25,000 miscellaneous co.st (15) 
10) $3.13/hr/employee wage (estimated 
11) 10% cost for supervision, 25% as fringe benefits, and 10% for 
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contingency (estimated) 
12) 55 mi/hr average speed limit on highways 
13) Total time/day for micro traveling only for residential refuse 
collection .and commercial refuse collection = 3 hr/day and 3/5 hr/da,y, 
respectively (estimated). 
Determine Solid_ Waste Generated/day/city. The cubic yd/day of 
commercial and residential refuse is ca.lculated by using the following. 
formulas {Table XI):· 
e.g. , 
cu yd/day commercial refuse = 
lbs refuse/business week1) number of commercials 
7 ays/week bs/cu y compacted 
Wewoka cu yd/day commercial 236 x 194 = ?( 500) = 13. l (Table XU) 
Similarly, the residential cu yd/day refu~e is calculated by the follow-
ing .formula: , 
cu yd/day residential refuse = 
..... t_o_t_al_.._.,,..,..........,.._.._., _ _.,....~...,..._":'T"""" _ __._ - (commercial cu yd/day) 
e, g. , 
Wewoka cu yd/day residential refuse;:: 3 • 645~05284 - 13.l = 23.5· 
(Table XI). 
TABLE XI 
CU YD COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL REFUSE GENERATION 
IN EVERY CITY PER DAY 
Ref. 18 Ref. 18 Ref. 18 
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Residential Commercial 1970 Commercial Residential*. 
City Co1 lections · Collect1ons Populatton cu yd/day· CU· yd/day 
Wewoka 1,767 194 5,284 13. l ' 23.5 
Sasakwa 86 10 321 ' 0.7 1.5 
Bowlegs 126 4 300 0.3 1.8 
Maud 419 36 l ;143 2.3 5.5 
Seminole 2,987 292 7,878 19.7 34.7 
Cromwell 105 8 287 0.5 1.4 
Lima 65 0 238 0 1.6 
Konawa 558 51 l ,719 3.4 8.5 
Total 6, ll3 595 17 ,170 I 40.0 78 . .6 
*Residenti·al cu yd refu.se = total cu yd refuse - commerci~l cu yd 
refuse 
Residential cu yd refuse = 3.64 - commercial 
Place Each City Into One of Three Groups. In order to calculate 
the number of residential refuse collection .stops for each group, the 
fa 11 owing adjustment was used: · 
According to the discu·ssion .in the general method of this ;Step, : 
the citi~s of .the lowest number of residential .refuse collections. are 
Bowlegs, Lima, Cromwell, and Sasakwa {Table XI). Hence 1 .there are.382 
total residential refuse collection stops in Group III. 
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Therefore, the total residehtial refuse collection stops for each 
Group I and Group II will be calculated as the following: 
or 
total residential refuse collections (Table XI) -
residential refuse collection stops of Group III 
2 
5113 
-
382 = 2866 collections 2 
The cities of Groups I and II are placed so that the total resi-
d~ntial refus.e collection stops approximate the value calculated above .. 
As discussed in the general methods of calculation (step 3), the fol-
lowing groupings were. found to be most·efficie.nt:, 
Grdup I · Group II Group III 
Seminole 2,866 Wewoka 1,767 Bowlegs 126 
Konawa 558 Lima 65 
Maud 419 Cromwell .. 105 
Seminole 121 Sas aka 86 
2,866 2,865 382 
Determine the Total cu yd of Residential and Commercia_l Refuse per 
Day of-Collection .. From the previous gr_ouping st~p, .the fqllowing .. tabu~ 
lations of the quantHy of re.sidentia.l and commercial refuse in cu. yd/ 
day were made for each group collec,tion schedule, as shown i.n Ta.bl es XII·. 
and XIII~ respectively. 
As shown in Tables XII Jnd XIII, .the residenti~l maximum truck 
capacity required is approximately 78 cu yd and commercial capacity: 
required· is approx1mately 20 cu yd., respectively, except on Saturday 
when the· truck capacity .requi.red , is approxiriiately -40 cu yd. 
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TABLE XII 
RESIDENTIAL REFUSE GENERATED IN EACH CITY PER COLLECTION DAY 
cu yd/day 
res id en ti a 1 
refuse 
Number of .oa,ys of Refuse. Accumulation. 
City. 
Wewoka·. 
Sasawka 
Bowlegs 
Maud 
Seminole 
Cromwell 
Lima 
Konawa 
23.5. 
1.5 
1 .8 
5.5 
33.3 
1.4 
1.4 
J • 6 
8.5 
Total 78.5 
Capacity needed - two 
trips to 1andfi11 , 
4 
Mon. 
133. 2. 
133.2 
66 •. 6 
4 7 3 
Tues. 
94 
22 
5.6 
34 
155.6 
77 ~8 
Wed. 
10.q 
12.q 
44. 1 
22.1 
Thur. , 
99.9 
99.9 
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These values have been calculated as the following .example:. 
Wewoka = 23.5 x 4 = 94 cu yd re~idential refuse 
Sasakwa = 1. 5 x 7 ;: 10. ~ cu yd residential .refus.e 
3 
Fri. · 
70.5 
16.5 
4.2 
25.5· 
116. 7 
58.4 
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TABLE XIII 
COMMERCIAL REFUSE GENERATION .FOR EACH C!TY PER DAY OF COLLECTION 
cu yd/d,.ay 
Commercial · 
City Refuse · Mon. Tues •. · Wedi .. Thurs. Fri. · Sat.* 
.• 
Wewoka 13.l 13.l 13. l 13.l ·: 13'. 1 13.l 26.2 
Sasakwa 0.7 0.7 o. 7 ' ; o. 7 0.7 0. 7 . 1.4 
Bowlegs 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 . 0.6 
Maud 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 4.6 
Seminole 19. 7 19. 7 19. 7 . 19.7 19. 7 19. 7. 39.4 
Cromwel 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 •. 5 1.0 
Lima 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·O 
Konawa 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 6.8 
~
Total 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 80.0 
Requiredtruck capacity 
based on two trips/day 
: 20 to .1andfi11 20 20 20 20 20 40 
*The commercial cu yd refuse is multiplied by two beca_use it is 
an evening collpction 
Determine .the Number. of Collection Stops Made ·by .Different~sized 
! 
Refuse Trucks .. The nu111ber of stops made by the different-sized. trucks 
for each day of residential and commercial refuse collection wa~ deter-
mined to be. as .fo 11 ows: 
Monday .. 
133.2 cu yd {Table XII) + 2866 ("Fable XI) = 0.046 cu yd/collection 
stop. 
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Truck Size . Collection Stops 
30 t.0.046 = 645 two trips to landfiJl/qay =.1290· 
20 .. II = 430 II = 860 II. 
18 .. II = 387 II = 774 II 
14 .. II = 301 II = ' 602 II, 
12 .. , II = 258· II' 516 II .. 
Tuesday 
155.6 cu yd (Table XII) .. 2865 (Table XI) ~ 0.054. cu yd 
Truck Size. Collection Stops 
30 .. Oo054 = 552 two trips to landfill/day = ll04 II 
20 .. II 
-
368 II = 736 II 
18 .. II = 331 . II = 662 II 
16 .. II =.295 II, = . 590 II 
14 + II = 258 II 516 - . 
12 .. II = 221 II = 442 II 
Wednesda;Y 
44, l. cu. yd (Table XII) t .382 .collections (Table Xl) = 0.115 cu yd 
Truck Size Collection Stops· 
30 .. Oo ll 5 = 260 two trips to 1andfi11 /day = · 520 II 
20 + II = 173 II = 346· II 
18 + II = 156 II = 312 II, 
16 f .. II = ·139 II != 278 II 
14 + II = 121 II 242 II 
-
12 + II = _104 II, = 208· II 
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Thursday 
99.9 cu yd (Table XII) t 2866 collections (Table XI) = 0.035 cu yd 
Truck Size Collection Stops 
30 t 0.035 = 860 two trips to landfill/day= 1720 II 
20 t II = 573 II = 1146 II 
18 t II = 516 II = 1032 II 
16 t II = 458 II = 916 II 
14 t II = 401 II = 802 II 
12 t II = 344 II -· 688 II 
Friday 
116. 7 cu yd (Table XII) t 286 collections (Table XI) = 0.04 cu yd 
Truck Size Collection Stops 
30 t 0.041 = 737 two trips to landfill/day = 1474 II 
20 t II = 491 II = 982 II 
18 t II = 442 II = 884 II 
16 t II "' 393 II - 788 II 
14 t JI = 344 II = 688 II 
12 + II ~ 295 II = 590 II 
Every Day Commercial Refuse Collection Excluding Saturday 
40 cu yd (Table XIII t 9 collections (Table XI) = 0.067 cu yd 
Truck Size Collection Stops 
30 t 0.067 = 446 two trips to landfill/day = 892 II 
20 t II = 298 II = 596 II 
18 t II = 268 II = 536 II 
16 t II = 238 II - 476 II 
14 t II = 208 II = 416 II 
12 .. II = 208 II = 358 II 
Saturday Commercial Refuse Collection 
80 cu yd (Table XIII) -r 595 (Table XI) = 0.135 cu yd 
Truck Size Collection Stops 
30 .. 0.135=223 two trips to landfill/day= 446 II 
20 .. II = 149 II = 298 II 
18 .. II = 134 II 268 II 
16 .. II = 119 II = 238 II 
14 .. II = l 04 II = 208 II 
12 .. II = 89 II = 178 II 
Determine the Number of Refuse Collection Trucks and the Macro 
Routing for Each Truck per Day of Refuse Collection. From the dis-
cussion of the general method of this step, the following combination 
of trucks was found to be the most feasible: 
For residential refuse trucks, combination of 
4 trucks x 14 cu yd capacity 
2 trucks x 12 cu yd capacity, 
For commercial refuse trucks, combination of 
3 trucks x 12 cu yd capacity. 
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This combination has been chosen by satisfying the total cu yd of 
residential refuse truck capacity required on Monday or Tuesday, 77.8 
cu yd (Table XII), Similarly, the three trucks of 12 cu yd capacity 
will be adequate in size for commercial refuse collection except on 
Saturday (Table XIII). Also, the residential refuse trucks have been 
chosen by satisfying the number of collection stops made by this size 
truck on Monday and Tuesday (step e) and the total time of collection 
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stops available in Table XIV. Similarly; the commercial refuse trucks 
have been chosen by satisfying the number of everyday collection stops 
made by this size truck on every day (step e commercial) and the time 
available for collection stops from Taple XIV.· 
These combinations of residential and commercial refuse trucks 
have been chosen on the basis of using their full load as much as pos-
sible before going to the landfill. However, different combinations 
of refuse trucks will satisfy the total capacity of cu yd of refuse 
generated per day of refuse collection, and it will probably satisfy 
the total number of collection stops, but wi11 not be feasible because 
there will not be enough time for each truck to fill the truck before 
the end of the working day. 
By using Tables Xl, XII, and XIII, and Figure 8, with the macro 
routing technique which has been previ'ously described in tne general 
method for this step, the following truck routings were obtained. 
These routes were adjusted to minimize traveling and maximize refuse 
collection times. 
Monday 
285 285 
Truck #1 - 14 cu yd: landfill - Seminole. - landfill - Seminole -
1andfi11 
285 285 
Truck #2 - 14 cu yd: landfill - Seminole - Landfill - .Seminole -
landfill 
285 285 
Truck #3 - 14 cu yd: 1andfi11 - Seminole - .1andfi11 - Seminole -
l andfi 11 
285 285 
Truck #4 - 14 cu yq: l andfi 11 - .Seminole - 1andfi11 - Semi no l.e -
1andfi11 
59 
285 285 
Truck #5 - 12 cu yd: landfill - Seminole - landfill - Seminole -
landfill 
70 
Truck #6 - 12 cu yd: landfill - Seminole - can be used for 
special collections, such as for debris, for 
six hours 
landfill 
258 258 
Truck #3 - 14 cu yd: landfill - Wewoka - landfill - Wewoka -
1andfi11 
219 39 
Truck #4 .. 14 cu yd: l andfi 11 - Wewoka - Semi no 1 e - landfil 1 -
176 82 
Maud - Seminole - landfill 
212 212 
Truck #5 ~ 12 cu yd: landfill - Konawa - landfill - Konawa -
1andfi11 
133 79 164 
Truck #6 - 12 cu yd: landfill - Konawa - Maud - landfill - Maud -
Wednesday 
Truck #1 - 14 cu yd: 
Truck #2 - 12 cu yd: 
this truck can be used for three hours for 
special collections, such as for debris 
1 andfi ll 
l 05 
Cromwell 
landfill 
14 . 
86 35 
- Sasakwa - Lima - 1andfi11 - . 
16 
- Lima - landfill 
104 22 
- Bowlegs - landfill - Bowlegs -
Lima - landfill 
Truck #3 - 14 cu yd: this truck can be used for special collections 
for the whole day 
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Truck #4 - 14 cu yd: off ) 
) . These trucks can be used for replace-
Truck #5 - 14 cu yd: off ) 
) ment or maintenance 
Truck #6 - 12 cu yd: off ) 
Thursday 
The same routes assigned as on Monday. 
Friday 
The same routes assigned as on Tuesday. 
Saturday Commercial Refuse Collection 
The three groups that have been retired on Wednesday residential 
refuse collection will be assigned to work on Saturday commercial 
refuse collection on the evening shift. Routing will be in the 
followtng manner: 
104 104 
Truck #1 - 14 cu yd: landfill - ~eminole - landfill - Seminole 
51 36 4 
Truck #2 ~ 14 cu 1 yd: landfill - Konawa - Maud - Bowlegs -
10 84 
1 andfi ll - Cromwell - Semi no 1 e - 1andfi11 
104 10 
Truck #3 - 14 cu yd: landfill - Wewoka - landfill - Sasakwa -
90 
Wewoka - 1andfi11 
Every Day Commercial Refuse Routings 
179 113 
Truck #1 - 12 cu yd: landfill - Seminole - landfill - Seminole -
1 andfi ll 
5 36 4 
Truck #2 - 12 cu yd: landfill - Konawa - Maud - Bowlegs -
10 132 
landfill - Sasakwa - Wewoka - landfill 
8 62 
Truck #3 - 12 cu yd: landfill - .Cromwell - Wewoka - This true~ 
can be used for 2.5 hours for special col-
lections or maintenance or replacement. 
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The results of the whole adjustment of this step are tabulated as 
shown in Table XIV. The total time of each truck spent during a work 
day excluding the micro traveling time is calculated on the following 
basis: 
1) an average speed on the highway of·55 mi/hr 
2) half-hour total break per day at the landfill 
3) landfill is about.10 miles east of Seminole City 
4) 0, 5 minutes per commercia 1 refuse co 11 ection stop 
5) 0.4 minutes per.reside·ntial refuse collection stop 
6) three-hours per day for residential refuse collection ,micro 
traveling time excluding collection stops - time suggestion in step g. 
7) three and one-half ·hours per day for commercial refuse col-, 
lection micro trav~ling. Time excluding collection stops. Time sug-
gestion to follow step g. 
The total time of pickup collections is calculated a~ follows: 
Total time of work excluding mien> traveling time = 8-3 = 5 hours. 
Hence, 
5 hr = {time of breaks) + (macro traveling time) + {total pickup 
time) 
5 hr = 0.5 hr+ (miles of traveling + 55) + (X). 
By following the macro route of each truck, the distance will be 
known from Table X, e.g., 
Wednesday truck #1 residential total traveling mile~ - 106 mi + 
55 mi/hr= 1.93 hr. Hence, 
1.93 hr+ 0.5 hr breaks+ (X) = 5, or X = 5 - 2~43 = 2.57 hr for 
collection pickups. Therefore, the number of collec~ion.stops that 
truck #1 can make per day = · 
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TABLE XIV 
TOTAL TIME OF PICKUPS (COLLECTIONS) AND THE NUMBER 
OF COLLECTION STOPS PER DAY 
··----
Total 
Total Time/bay 
Macro Macro Total Time Excluding . 
Trav, Trav, . Break Pickup Micro Number 
Truck Total Total Time Coll ec- Trav. Collection 
Day Size Mi. Hrs. /Day tions · Time · Stops/Day 
Monday 14 0,7 0,5 3,8 5 570 
'14 0,7 0,5 3.8 5 570 
14 0,7 0,5 3.8 5 570 
14 0,7 0,5 3,8 5 570 
12 0,7 0.5 3,8 5 516 
12 0.7 0.5 3.8 5 70 
Tuesday 14 48 0,87 0.5 3,63 5 516 
14 48 0,87 0,5 3,63 5 516 
14 48 0.87 0,5 3,63 5 516 
14 46 L02 0,5 3,48 5 516 
12 92 L67 0,5 2,83 5 425 
12 59 LO? 0,5 3.43 5 376 
Wed 1day 14 106 L93 0,5 2,57 5 242 
12 29 0,53 0,5 3.97 5 140 
Thursday (same·as Monday) 
Friday {same as Tuesday) 
Every day 
Commer-
cial 12 0,7 0.5 3.3 4.5 292 
12 l 03 L87 0,5 2.37 4.5 233 
12 63 L 15 0.5 2.85 4.5 70 
Saturday 14 0.7 0.5 3.3 4.5 208 
14 l 00 L82 0.5 2.0 4.5 185 
14 101 l.84 0.5 2.16 4.5 204 
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N stops x o. 4 mi~/stop = 2.57 hr 
· 60 mm/hr 
Hence, N stops = 386 stops, but on Wednesday (from $tep 3), truck #4 
can hol¢ only 242. Therefore, ·242 is the total number of collection 
stops that truck #1 (14 cu yd) can make per day on Wednesday based upon 
two trips to the .1andfi11. Similarly, the va 1 ties of every truck of 
every day is calc;ulated as shown in the procedure in Table XIV. 
Step 4. Determine Total Annual Costs 
From the cost values presented in step a outlined in step 4 of the 
general method; the fo 11 owing values were determined: · 
A. Initial purchase cost 
4 - 14 cu yd packer trucks 4t $12,000 
5 - 12 cu yd packer trucks at $10,000 
B. Operational equipment cost - oil, gas 
maintenance, etc. 
9 pack~r trucks - 18,720 hrs/yr at $4.25/hr 
Miscellaneous 
C. Personnel cost 
9 drivers - 18,720 hrs/yr at $3.13/hr 
9 loaders {1/truck), 18720 hrs at $3.13/hr 
Supervision at 10% 
Fringe benefits at 25% 
D. Miscellaneous.expense, overhead, and 
contingency at 10% .{of B + C) 
Annual cost 
A. Debt expense (5-yr amortization) ~ 
B. Operation~l equipment (S) 
Personnel cost (C) 
Misc~llaneous, overhead, and contingency 
C. Total annual cost 
$48,000 
'50,000 $98,000 
79,560 
25,000 104,560 
58,594 
58,,594 
11,719 
29,297 158,2.04 
26,276 26,276 
19,600 19,600 
104,560 
'158,204 
26,276 289,040 
$308,640 
D. Annual collection cost for residential only 
$308,640 x 0.663 
E. Annual residential collection cost/d.u. 
$204,628 t ,5113 
*F~ Debt, service reserve 
(0.663 x 25% x 98000 t 6113) 
G. Monthly residential collection cost 
(E + *F) + 12 
D. Annual collection cost for commercial only 
$308,640 x 0.337 
E. Annual commercial collection co.st/d.u .. 
$104,012 t 595 
F. Debt 0 servi~e reserve (0.337 x 25% x 9800 ~ 595) 
G. Monthly commercial collection cost 
(E + F) * 12 
*F = debt service reserve in figuring a five-year 
amortization on all vehicles. 
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204,628 
33 
2.66 
3.00 
104,012 
175 
13 
15 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
Emphasis of this i~vestigation •as on developing an efficient 
method and a feas i.1 be .so 1 ution for refuse co 11 ection prob 1 ems. , An ana 1-
yti cal process of determining the minimum number of trucks. and optimum 
number of services that constitute a fair day's work was desired. A 
fair day's work was determined and routes were balanced by analysis of 
each component of time in th.e routing day, e.g., how the crew spends. 
its time incl udin.g traveling, breaks s disposal, pickup, and micro rout-
ing. Adding these components, times of collection day result in step f,. 
Table XIV. However, the parameters in most of step 3 are in close 
agreement with those of Ralph Stone {2). Stone found that O.~ to 0.4 
minutes were required for a single residential curbside collection of 
two cans of refuse for one loader man. A comparison of the results .of 
step 4 with similar work previously don~ . .Dy Stone {2) and Golueke (22) 
shows that the 4-step technique for macro routing is economically feas-
ible. It was found that costs for individual residential service 
(monthly rate) as calculated by Stone and Golueke was in close agree-
ment with the $3.00 cost calculat~d by the 4-step method •. Since 
increased interest rates and inflation have drastically increased costs 
since the date of the previous studies (1960, 1970),. it can be safely 
assumed that the 4-step method is more economically desirable and the 
quality of the 4-step method system is more desirable due to the high 
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frequency of refuse collection per week. The approximate cost of $3 
for monthly residential refuse collection _and $15 for monthly commercial 
col.lection appears tq be·reasonably justifi~ble in light of the present 
investigation. 
The most obvi.ous results obtained from this-investigation were 
that the total number of trucks was reduced from 12 trucks to a total of 
nine trucks by using the trucks and the crews that were retired on Wed-
nesday and work commercial refused collection on Saturday. Also, the 
total number· of trucks could be reduced to a total of ,six trucks by mak-
ing the every day commercial refuse collection an evening collection and 
using the same residential refuse trucks, but new crews. The _commercial 
refuse every day macro routing .will be the same as assigned in step 3, 
but on Monday will be the same macro routing as assigned in step 3 for 
Saturday 1 s group. Also from step 3 (Taple XIV), the macro routing 
schedule of every truck indicates that almost every day there is some 
time left for truck #6 on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday to be 
used for working purposes or maint~nance, special collections, or assist-
ing other trucks in th.eir assigned routes. Truck #3 (14 cu yd) on Wed-
nesday is used all day for debris or special refuse collection ,for the 
whole county. 
For the every day commercial refuse collection, truck #3 {12 cu yd) 
has n~arly 2.5 hours left which can be ~sed for other purposes such as 
cleaning, maintenance, etc. Similarly, truck .#2 (14 cu yd) on, Saturday 
has nearly 1.5 hr left, which can be used for other purposes. 
The same design parameters were used in formulas developed by 
Colonna and McLaren (17) as were used in the 4-step method in order to 
determine the total number of trucks required. On the basis of vehicle 
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capacity (14 cu. yd) and residentia.l refuse generation rate at 45 lb/ 
home/wk and a twice per week collection frequency, approximately eight 
14 cu yd trucks were required to serve the Seminole County residential 
area and provide the same quality of services as provided by the six 
trucks (four 14 cu yd and two 12 cu yd) for residential refuse collec-
tion in the 4-step technique. Besides, three of these trucks will be 
used for commercial refuse collection on Saturday, 
The 4-step technique for macro routing design proved to be more 
economically desirable when compared to similar studies (2)(22)(17). 
In addition, the method provides a great deal .of flexi_bility, since it 
can be applied on either a city or county basis and is applicable to 
many types of refuse collection situations, 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are based on the example set forth in the 
foregoi.ng chapters: : 
1) The 4-step method for solid waste collection design 1$ an effi-. 
cient, empirical method that.can be applied for any refuse collection 
design, and .is adaptable for counties as well as for cities, 
2) This heuristic combin~tion of days of refuse collection for the 
trucks proved to be feasible in minimizing the number of trucks and 
maximizing their benefi~ial use. 
3) Adjusting the citf~s into three groups based upon their refuse 
collection stops was the key for attaining economical feasibility. 
4) T h e sma 11 er-sized trucks were shown to be . more efficient for. 
solid waste collection .in this study, 
5) This 4-step design does not give the same efficiency for solid 
waste collection if different combinations. of days af refuse collection 
than those outlined in the procedure discussed in Chapter III are used. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The following are suggestions ,for future work:: 
. . 
1) An intensive de·sign study is.suggested on the pipeline system 
for collecting solid waste under pressure, especially in ve.ry highly 
industrialized cities. 
2) Determine the analytical effect of the mixe9 system solid waste 
collection .and street cleaning upon the efficiency and the feasibility 
of the system. 
3) To spur the use of updated technology in solid waste systems 
including methods and equipment. 
4) Determine 'the effect of holidays upon solid waste routing sys-
terns., 
5) Charging commercials by the cu yds they generate individually. 
6) Study of the effect of small. refuse transfer stations upon the 
efficiency and the. feas i bi 1 i ty of the system app 1 i ed herein in. the 4- . 
step method. 
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